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Trend 1 
TRADITION or INNOVATION 



Tradition is FUTURE-PROOF and gives a 

SOLID BASE for future INNOVATION.  



of 

TRADITION 
INNOVATION 

Familiar flavours?  
Or new flavours? 
New products?  
Or traditional ones? 



of consumers 
’;  

very attached to traditional 
eating habits. 

% 



Patisserie: innovate on different levels 

Decoration 
Glazes / Non Dairy Creams / Icings   

Ganaches / Chocolates 
 Nut products 

Base or sweet dough 
Cake / Puff pastry 

Inclusion 
 Chocolate /  

 Nut products 

Filling 
Fruit / Creams /  
Chocolate / Pralinés 



Eclairs: classics with a twist 

Fauchon, Paris 

Hugo & Victor, Paris 

Christophe Adam, Paris 

Christophe Michalak, Paris 



Profiterole: classics with a twist 

Popelini, Paris 

http://blog.quintessentiallygifts.com/popelini-profiteroles/img_7119/


Meringue: classics with a twist 





HYBRID concepts 
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Regelmatig  

via   

VARIATION is key 



Trend 2 
Overall QUALITY PERCEPTION, 

STORYTELLING 
& CITY BRANDING 



of Belgian consumers buy 

products , 

vs  who buy based on price. 

% 



Total quality throughout the 
entire production process  
and transparency are key 



 

Adding value to a product 

 



The story of the product should  
also emerge in the 

in the retail space, not  
just on its packaging.

More than   

of the consumers like 

 



is perfect  
for 



How to boost the ?

Use 



CITY BRANDS  
are a guarantee 
for tradition, 
quality and  
know-how 



City branding: NY Style Cheesecake 



City branding: Macaron de Paris 



City branding: Geraardsbergse Mattentaarten 



Trend 3 
HEALTH  

versus PLEASURE 



The of food is a 
for the future. 



HEALTH 
PLEASURE 

The consumer’s often depends on the 
 and  of consumption.  

Counting Self-



Smaller portions 



Smaller portions 



Starbucks ‘Petites’: from single portion to one bites 



Trend 4 
That AUTHENTIC BAKERY FEELING 



  experiences 

Successful supermarkets 
will have to create that 
authentic bakery feeling.  

the homemade look & feel  
the fresh image 
the human touch 
the traditional approach 
the passion for the product 



experiences 

Smelling is Selling 

Clear potential for 
supermarkets to compete 
with local bakeries if they 

bake their products on site 



Of consumers agree that the 

would 
.  

% 



Trend 5 
LOCAL vs GLOBAL 



Consumers look for the of worlds! 

LOCAL 
GLOBAL 



of the Belgian consumers  
like future 
made with

or  
.  

% 







Trend 6 
MEAL MOBILITY 



THE PARADOX 
PLEASURE OF EATING 

EASE OF CONVENIENCE 

CONSUMERS EAT 
WHAT THEY WANT  
WHEN THEY WANT 

WHERE THEY WANT 



of consumers prefer 
food 

% 



Pop-up Sticks 



Cake Cups 



Muffin 



American Cookies 



Cake waffle on a stick 



Trend 7 
SUPERSTARS 



in a certain top selling product  

or let customers particular products.  

 

The larger the more consumers feel  

like they are buying a 

and product.  







Trend 8 
SUPER BAKERIES 



offering  
products that go beyond the 

Like 

that offer a 
of heavy rotation 
grocery products.  

 





Now for your  


